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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

1 . Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-20, 22, 23 and 29-33 have been

considered but are moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

3. Claims 1-20, 22, 23, and 30-33 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Esser et al. (hereinafter "Esser", US 6,944,426) in view of Fouquet et

al. (hereinafter "Fouquet", US 2003/0023747) and further in view of Lewis (US

6,259,898).

Regarding claims 1, 7 and 17, Esser discloses a wireless transceiver device,

the wireless transceiver device being arranged to interface with a roaming device, the

wireless device comprising:

a memory arranged to store data, the memory further including an editable field,

wherein the computer code for causing location information to be accepted causes the

location information to be stored in the editable field (i.e., engineer inputs the base
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station ID information to the base station as described at col. 4, lines 1-9. It also noted

that a memory is implicitly taught by Esser because this base station ID must be stored

in the memory for latter usage. Furthermore, because each of the base stations ID can

be inputted externally using a keyboard, it also reads on "editable field");

Esser however, does not expressly disclose:

the location information is the location coordinates;

computer code stored in said wireless transceiver device, said computer code for

causing acceptance of location coordinates representing a physical location of the

wireless transceiver device used for identifying the wireless transceiver device among a

plurality of wireless transceiver devices with which the roaming device may wireless

communicate;

computer code stored in said wireless transceiver device, said computer code for

causing a record associated with the roaming device to be generated, the record being

arranged to include the location information stored in the editable field and the data,

wherein the computer code for causing the record associated with the roaming device to

be generated further causes the record to be stored in the memory; and

a process configured to execute the computer codes, wherein the memory is

further arranged to store the computer codes.

In a similar endeavor, Fouquet discloses a method for establishing a

communication network based on topographic network devices. Fouquet also

discloses:
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the location information is the location coordinates (abstract and illustration in

figure 1);

computer code stored in said wireless transceiver device, said computer code for

causing acceptance of location coordinates representing a physical location of the

wireless transceiver device used for identifying the wireless transceiver device among a

plurality of wireless transceiver devices with which the roaming device may wireless

communicate (abstract, illustration in figure 1, paragraphs 0050-0051).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to modify Esser's invention and arrive at the present

invention.

The motivation/suggestion for doing so would have been to ensure messages a

routed to destination in a more efficient manner.

The combination of Esser and Fouquet, however, do not expressly disclose:

computer code stored in said wireless transceiver device, said computer code for

causing a record associated with the roaming device to be generated, the record being

arranged to include the location information stored in the editable field and the data,

wherein the computer code for causing the record associated with the roaming device to

be generated further causes the record to be stored in the memory; and

a process configured to execute the computer codes, wherein the memory is

further arranged to store the computer codes.

In a similar endeavor, Lewis discloses multi-communication access point. Lewis

also discloses:
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computer code stored in said wireless transceiver device, said computer code for

causing a record associated with the roaming device to be generated, the record being

arranged to include the location information stored in the editable field and the data,

wherein the computer code for causing the record associated with the roaming device to

be generated further causes the record to be stored in the memory; and a process

configured to execute the computer codes, wherein the memory is further arranged to

store the computer codes (col. 5, lines 9-25, col. 6, lines 13-46 and figure 3 also

illustrates the record is generated and stored in a form of a table). The Examiner further

notes that "data" as recited in the claims is too broad because it is simply known as

nothing else, but information.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to combine all these references altogether.

The motivation/suggestion for doing so would have been to effectively keep the

record of the roaming device having access to the network.

Regarding claims 2, and 8, Esser, Fouquet and Lewis disclose all limitations

recited within claims as described above. Lewis further discloses including computer

code stored in said memory, that when executed by the processor, cause the processor

to obtain the data when the roaming device is in wireless communication with the wires

transceiver (fig. 3 shows a table to keep track a record of mobile terminals traversing

the transceivers).

Regarding claims 3-4, and 9-10, Esser, Fouquet and Lewis disclose all

limitations recited within claims as described above. Lewis also discloses wherein the
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computer code for causing the record associated with the roaming device to be

generated includes computer code for causing the record associated with the roaming

device to be generated when the roaming device registers/deregisters with the wireless

transceiver device (i.e., the table as illustrated in figure 3. It is also important to note

that this table clearly illustrates the record and the association between the mobile

terminal and a particular transceiver. The association between the mobile and a

particular transceiver is an indication of the registration with the transceiver device.

Also, one skilled in the art would easily modify the teachings of Esser, Fouquet and

Lewis to keep track of the time the roaming device is de-registered with the transceiver

device. Based on the foregoing discussion, the claimed features are not novel).

Regarding claims 5, and 18, Esser, Fouquet and Lewis disclose all limitations

recited within claims as described above. Esser discloses wherein computer code for

causing the location information to be accepted is configured to accept location

information from a source that is external to the wireless transceiver device (i.e. input

base station ID using keyboard as described at col. 4, lines 1-9). Furthermore, Fouque

also discloses location coordinates as discussed above.

Regarding claims 6, 13, and 22, Esser, Fouquet and Lewis disclose all

limitations recited within claims as described above. Lewis also discloses wherein the

wireless transceiver device is configured to operate as an access point in a wireless

local area network (see fig. 1).

Regarding claim 11, Esser, Fouquet and Lewis disclose all limitations recited

within claims as described above. Esser also discloses wherein the means for
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accepting is configured to accept the input information from a device external to the

wireless transceiver device (i.e., keyboard as described at col. 4, lines 1-9).

Regarding claim 12, Esser, Fouquet and Lewis disclose all limitations recited

within claims as described above. Fouquet also discloses wherein the means for

accepting is configured to accept the location coordinates in the form of longitude, a

latitude, and an altitude coordinates associated with the wireless transceiver device (fig.

1 ,
abstract, and paragraph 0045).

Regarding claim 14, Esser, Fouquet and Lewis disclose all limitations recited

within claims as described above. Lewis also discloses means for obtaining the data

from the roaming wireless device when the roaming wireless device is in wireless

communication with the wireless transceiver device to access the wireless local area

network (col. 4, lines 39-46 describes a record maintains how various mobile terminals

registers to access points 19 corresponds to and serviced by multiple transceivers

included in the access points).

Regarding claim 15, Esser, Fouquet and Lewis disclose all limitations recited

within claims as described above. Lewis also discloses wherein the means for

generating the record associated with the roaming wireless device includes means for

placing the data obtained from the roaming wireless device in the record and means for

placing the input information stored in the editable field in the record (fig. 3 & 5 and its

descriptions.

Regarding claim 16, Esser, Fouquet and Lewis disclose all limitations recited

within claims as described above. Lewis also discloses wherein the means for
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generating the record further includes means for obtaining the input information from the

editable field (figs. 3 and 5).

Regarding claim 19, Esser, Fouquet and Lewis disclose all limitations recited

within claims as described above. Lewis further discloses wherein creating comprises

creating the record after the indication that the roaming device is within the

communications range is received (the table as illustrated in figure 3 clearly indicates

that it only keep a record of which mobile terminal is in contact or in range of the

received access points).

Regarding claim 20, Esser, Fouquet and Lewis disclose all limitations recited

within claims as described above. Lewis also discloses wherein adding the location

information into the record includes reading the location information from the editable

field (fig. 3 and its descriptions).

Regarding claim 23, Esser, Fouquet and Lewis disclose all limitations recited

within claims as described above. Lewis also discloses obtaining the information

associated with the roaming device when the indication that the roaming device is within

the communications range is received (fig. 3 includes information collected when mobile

terminal is within range of access points).

Regarding claims 30-33, Esser, Fouquet and Lewis disclose all limitations

recited within claims as described above. Esser also discloses wherein the computer

code that is configured to accept the location information comprises computer code

configured to perform a text editor function in connection with text representing the

location information received from a keypad or keyboard input device (i.e., base station
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ID inputted using keyboard as described at col. 4, lines 1-4). In addition, Fouquet

discloses that the location information is the location coordinates as discussed above.

4. Claim 29 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Esser et

al. (hereinafter "Esser", US 6,944,426) in view of Fouquet et al. (hereinafter "Fouquet",

US 2003/0023747) in view of Lewis (US 6,259,898) and further in view of Raviv et al.

(hereinafter "Raviv", US 2002/0164983).

Regarding claim 29, the features recited within this claim are similarly recited in

claim 1 . Therefore, the Examiner rejects this claim at least for the same reasons set

forth in claim 1 . In addition, the combination of Esser, Fouquet and Lewis do not

disclose performing a remote authentication.

In a similar endeavor, Raviv discloses a method and apparatus for supporting

cellular data communication to roaming mobile telephony devices. Raviv also discloses

wherein registering the roaming device includes performing a remote authentication

(paragraph 0254).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to combine Lewis in view of Raviv.

The motivation/suggestion for doing so would have been to effectively verify and

provide services to the roaming devices.
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Conclusion

5. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in

this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP

§ 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37

CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1 .136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to WAYNE CAI whose telephone number is (571)272-

7798. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Thursday from 8:00 a.m. to

6:00 p.m.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Patrick Edouard can be reached on (571) 272-7603. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/Patrick N. Edouard/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2617

/Wayne Cai/

Examiner, Art Unit 2617


